
 

  

 

 

 

 Some of the songs 

we will be learning 

Five Little stars that shone so 

bright  

This little guiding light of 

mine 

Two Little owls ( Two little 

dicky birds) 

 Some of the books we will 

 

Class Newsletter  

Robin  Class 

Light, Dark and Festivals  

       Autumn Term 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Understanding of The World 
Christmas.. Forest School.   

Talking about Bonfire Night, Remembrance Sunday, Christmas, Diwali and children

Explore remote control cars , I pad music, I pad apps, IWhiteboard, torches. 

 Exploring prisms, magnifying glasses,  mirrors and talking about discoveries.

Literacy   

Making marks for a purpose, role play, 

on pictures, cards, clear laminates, in 

the dark, on a light board Kinetic 

Letters in coloured sand, foam, mud 

Re- telling stories using props and  

puppets 

Book skills- Talking about pictures/ re 

telling. Using Fantastics as prompts. 

                     Maths  

Matching quantities to  

numbers/ pictures, stars,  

animals, snacks. 

Using fingers to represent 

number 

Using number in play and 

real contexts  

Counting 1-1.  Subitsing  

using five frames  

Pattern- Rangoli/ repeating 

Talking about shapes in  

everyday items, paintings, 

Forest School. 

Expressive Art and Design  

Firework pictures, using collage and printing  

Rangoli patterns , Salt dough Divas   

Diwali / Christmas cards Black/ white collage.  

Wax resist writing/ pictures. 

Bedroom role play  area for night- time,  

North Pole Role Play   

Printing  and painting Poppies- Looking at 

different artist’s poppies  Yvonne Cooper, and 

others. Almas Thomas’s painting of starts.  

Instruments – How sounds can be changed  - 

quiet, loud, played in a different way, pitch. 

Medium Term 

Plans   

Autumn 2 2020 

 

 

 

Personal Social and Emotional Development      

 Showing respect and learning about a variety of cultures, festivals and  

languages 

Talking about keeping safe, things we might be afraid of  

Communication and Language 

Describing the dark/ fireworks/ events.. Missing words in nursery 

rhymes. Focus on rhythm., rhyme, voice sounds,  describing 

sounds. 

 Exploring the meaning of new vocabulary. Through FANTASTICS. 

Remembering main parts of stories and repeating them 

Understanding of The World Looking at lights from different celebrations -Hanukkah, Shabbat Diwali, 

Christmas.. Forest School.   

Talking about Bonfire Night, Remembrance Sunday, Christmas, Diwali and children’s own experiences of them. 

Explore remote control cars , I pad music, I pad apps, IWhiteboard, torches.  

Exploring prisms, magnifying glasses,  mirrors and talking about discoveries. 

Physical Development  

Moving in different ways, crawling, sliding, balancing, jumping, hopping. 

Using  climbing equipment with care.  Using small apparatus such as balls, 

bean bags, quoits, hoops with safety and controls 

Fine motor skills, weaving, wrapping, winding shiny materials around a 

branch to decorate it.  

 

Rangoli/ repeating 

everyday items, paintings, 
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